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FOREWORDFOREWORD
Table of plenty is a collection of zines 
dedicated to bringing God’s love and 

truth to all of its readers. This collection 
aims to engage readers by allowing them 

to journey through testimonies, 
reflections, and illustrations contributed 
by individuals united in Christ. Born 

frfrom a desire to inspire new and deeper 
encounters through a creative platform, 
ToP hopes to be a beacon of light, 

drawing readers closer to the One who 
calls them beloved.
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Dear friend, 

What comes to your mind when you think of change? Do you think of the What comes to your mind when you think of change? Do you think of the 
way the leaves turn red at the beckoning of fall? Or the way in which 
water shifts between states given the appropriate temperature? Perhaps 
you may even think about your own life, and how different you are 
compared to your past self. Honestly, I find it quite appropriate that I’m 
writing to you against the backdrop of the current state of life. In the 
past three months of circuit breaker, we’ve all experienced a great shift, 
be it in our external circumstances or our interior dispositions – be it in our external circumstances or our interior dispositions – 
something is different, and things have changed. 

As I write this, I have to admit that it is much easier to acknowledge 
change in my surroundings than in my own life and being. It is much 
easier to ponder how the leaves change their colour with each passing 
season or how a caterpillar metamorphosizes into a butterfly. More often 
than not, the idea of change can be daunting to us – be it whether it 
occurs slowly or when it comes and knocks us off our feet. At the end of 
the day, the only thing that is certain about change is that it is 
uncomfortable. I cannot help but think of the disciples, and how Jesus uncomfortable. I cannot help but think of the disciples, and how Jesus 
called each of them out of the normalcy of their lives, to come and follow 
Him (Matthew 4:19). In their consistent yes, even amidst the great 
discomfort they experienced, they found new life in Him. I suppose it 
then begets the question, what choices do we make in that discomfort? 
Do we turn inward, unwilling to move and rooted in our stubbornness? Or 
do we let go and surrender to the One who calls us out into the depths? 

In this season of my life, I have been more inclined to the former 
reaction; The recent months bringing about winds of change that I had 
least expected, much like a thief in the night. Most days, I found myself 
completely overwhelmed and immobilised, unwilling to move from the 
dark pit that I had found myself in. Yet one night, in my great frustration, 
I found myself asking God, what’s the point of all of this? –– Only to be 
both reminded of and humbled by the words from Romans 8:28: “And we 
know that all things work together for good to those who love God, to know that all things work together for good to those who love God, to 
those who are the called according to His purpose”

EMBRACING 
DISCOMFORT
BY GABY SPYKERMAN



Truly, if there is one thing that remains constant in these 
ever changing circumstances, is God and His infinite 
goodness. That though these seasons of change can bring 
great discomfort, pain, and whatever else in between – His 
goodness and mercy continue to pursue us (Psalm 23:6) 
through the valleys and hills of this earthly life. 

I end this letter with an image that arose in my time of I end this letter with an image that arose in my time of 
prayer: the image of origami being folded – an unassuming 
sheet of paper, undergoing a series of delicate and 
intentional tucks and folds, is transformed into a beautiful 
creation. I suppose that is the essence of change – to 
surrender to the One who calls us beloved, and be availed to 
the uncomfortable and intricate process. For we’re constantly 
undergoing transformation so as to become who we were truly undergoing transformation so as to become who we were truly 
made to be. For in the hands of the One who knitted us into 
being, the Master artist that created every detail of our lives, 
do we truly have anything to fear? 
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He leads me down a path between the 
twisted trees,
Sunlight falls like shining rain, it dances on 
the breeze.
Littered leaves jewel the forest floor.
I ask Him, “How could I ask for more?
I love the trees, their constant, riveted roots,I love the trees, their constant, riveted roots,
For though they grow and flower, they will 
never change their mood.
Their hearts are constant, the rings that 
mark their age,
These trees, they will never change.”

He says, “My deaHe says, “My dear, these trees are tall and 
look like they will last,
Their roots are deep and stretch beneath, 
into the buried past.
But look beneath the soil and dirt: there lie 
the deadened trees,
They do not last beyond my breath; my They do not last beyond my breath; my 
breath will never cease.
But after every tree on earth has fallen and 
rotted in the ground,
My steady feet and constant heart will 
always be around.
Though trees may wither and fall away,
My love for you will always stay the same.”My love for you will always stay the same.”

We walk between the growing woods, we turn 
into the forest,
Between their leaves I see the stars, a 
twinkling nighttime chorus.
I tell Him, “The stars are beautiful, they 
ornament the night.
Like compass points they show the waLike compass points they show the way, they 
make the dark paths bright.
You see? Polaris shines so crystal clear
She neither goes, nor comes too near.
While other stars carve circles round,
Polaris, to the North, is bound.”
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Lorem Ipsum

He reaches up and plucks a star with His 
pierced hand,
“The stars that guide you are simply 
following my plan.
Polaris, while she leads you now, will one 
day fade away,
Her guiding light will not forever stay.
But after all the stars have turned to dust, But after all the stars have turned to dust, 
and the sun has lost her light,
My guiding hand and seeing eyes will never 
leave your side.
Though stars may dim and fade away,
My love for you will always stay the same.”

I turn to Him and look into His eyes,
“Now I see, I think I kno“Now I see, I think I know, Your love will 
never die.
But what if I forget this love? I’m not rooted 
like the trees.
And even when I have the stars, I find it hard 
to see.”

“No matter if you see or not, or if you “No matter if you see or not, or if you 
comprehend,
No matter if you doubt my love, my love will 
never end.
No matter if you look at me, or if you turn 
away,
My love for you will never change, my love My love for you will never change, my love 
will always stay the same.”
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There is a 
season for 
everything, 
a time for 
every 
occupation 
under 
heaven  heaven  
Ecc 3:1
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In every season of change, there comes a sense of fear 
alongside the anticipation of beauty that will pour forth. I 
immediately anchor myself in the only One that seems 
unchanging. The Lord holds me secure as I try to understand 
what His plans are for me. In grappling with the realities that 
a season has passed and another comes by, I see The 
Father’s hands so gently moulding my heart to be expanded, 
to accommodate the change and slowly grow to enjoy this to accommodate the change and slowly grow to enjoy this 
process

Through the change, familiar feelings of discomfort 
surface, reminding me of why I desire to hold on to 
what things were, instead of what they can be. Yet, 

the Lord challenges me and promises that a season of 
change is one that leads to new life with Him. There 
is a transformation internally and externally as He 
prepares me for the coming season of flight in His 

freedom.freedom. As I am growing stronger in preparation for 
a new season, and He assures “Do not be afraid”.
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Change has always evoked in me that feeling of weightlessness you feel as Change has always evoked in me that feeling of weightlessness you feel as 
an airplane makes its first ascent- as if the ground has been pulled from 
under your feet just as you are falling asleep, and for a moment, you have 
to catch yourself before realising you are safe on solid ground. I often 
thought of change as an uncomfortable necessity, as the thief of my 
fleeting joy. As I pondered on the nature of the seasons of change, this 
verse was revealed to me in prayer:

“So you also are now in “So you also are now in 
anguish. But I will see you 
again, and your hearts 
will rejoice, and no one 
will take your joy away 
from you”
- John 16: 22

This was JesusThis was Jesus’ assurance to His disciples who were wary of how Jesus’ 
absence could possibly bring about any good. They had only known of 
goodness through this tangible man who had lived and breathed with them 
for years. And yet, it comforts my heart that Jesus, while knowing their 
anxious hearts, comforted them with a truth we can still cling to today. 
Eternal and lasting joy does not come from our earthly comforts- real joy 
can only come through Him.

I have tried to be the master of the many seasons of change in my life, by I have tried to be the master of the many seasons of change in my life, by 
grasping at what I thought was best. But Jesus has caught me off-guard in 
the moments I have been least prepared, proving to me that slowing down 
and turning my gaze to Him is always the answer. Placing him at the 
centre, making sure my every move is an active surrender to the very God 
who loved me into creation - these have allowed for my greatest and most 
memorable seasons of joy, and purpose.

As the winds of change blow anew in this chapter of my life, I do still feel As the winds of change blow anew in this chapter of my life, I do still feel 
that weightlessness that used to leave me powerless. Only now, I am 
excited for all that is to come. God loves you enough to never want you to 
settle for anything less than Him. And He promises fullness of life in the 
change He sets into motion in your life today
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Despite growing up in a strict Catholic household and 
being involved in ministry work as an Altar Boy for as 
long as I can remember, my faith had its share of 
adventures, through which I found myself battling against 
God and what he has allowed to happen in my life. The 
first of my many adventures was when I chose to enter 
an arts institution for my secondary/JC education, where 
religion seemed non-existent, and I was suddenly religion seemed non-existent, and I was suddenly 
presented a blank canvas to recreate myself and had the 
support of everyone around me to be the person I wanted 
to be. With this new-found freedom away from a faith 
that seemed so stoic and restrictive, I allowed myself to 
drift, to think about God less, and to put myself in the 
spotlight instead of him. However, Jesus chased me 
through a fellow sister who invited me to join her for through a fellow sister who invited me to join her for 
evening mass at a Church nearby as a break from 
studying. From this invitation, I found myself heading for 
mass on my own, and even found myself being the one 
who invited. Thus began a new chapter of my faith where 
I found myself being more responsive to his voice.
However, then came the call to enlist, and I was 
presented again with the opportunity to have a fresh 
start and make a new image of myself. Personally, I 
never saw myself as ‘fit’ or ‘masculine’ according to the 
standards of the world, and to come forward and present 
myself as Catholic was just an opportunity to be further 
ridiculed. As such, I kept my faith hidden, as if I were to 
be persecuted upon being found out. I said less prayers, be persecuted upon being found out. I said less prayers, 
thanked God less, and left him out of my life. However, 
at one time at a meal, my ‘Catholic habit’ slipped and I 
made the Sign of the Cross before eating. It did not 
occur to me until a bunk mate of mine came to me that 
evening to ask me if I was Catholic, before he shared 
with me how he thought he was the only one and that he 
had been relaxed in his faith. But the sight of me praying had been relaxed in his faith. But the sight of me praying 
before my meal reminded him of his faith and he shared 
that he was going to try to live his faith more. At that 
moment I felt ashamed, that I kept my faith so hidden, 
and I only evangelised due to a mistake and a slip up. 
But God showed how He took the little I had and 
multiplied it. Again, God reached out to me and offered 
me another chance to live my faith radically in my life.me another chance to live my faith radically in my life.

THE ONE WHO
NEVER LEFT
BY JOSHUA WONG
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Coming to my latest and recent chapter of my life, 
University presented me the same opportunity to start 
anew, and from the beginning I decided that Jesus would 
be the center of my life. I joined the university 
community after the Combined Freshmen Retreat, and I 
always shared with those around me how this was the 
best decision of my University life. Mid-way through my 
first semestefirst semester, I was presented with an opportunity to 
take up a second major and apply for a scholarship for a 
career that I was passionate about. Both decisions were 
made with prayer, to be assured that the steps I was 
taking were part of God’s plan. I eventually tried for 
both, where I made it to the last interview for both, and 
ended up being rejected for both. This devastated me, 
and I suddenly felt betrayed by God, for trusting in him and I suddenly felt betrayed by God, for trusting in him 
and being discarded as such. Suddenly the truth of being 
his child and being ever loved by him suddenly felt like 
lies. But I was encouraged by a fellow brother and 
members of my community to take this to prayer, and to 
demand answers from God. Kneeling before the Blessed 
Sacrament, my prayers turned from ‘Why God? Why are 
you like this?you like this?’ to ‘Not my will Lord, but Yours’. I broke 
down as I forgot the prayer that I prayed as I entered 
this moment of discernment, and realised that God used 
this opportunity to show me that I still lacked trust, and 
he invited me to hold on to him.
 
Now reflecting on this journey, I now see that if I got the 
two things that I chased, I may have been led further 
away from him. Perhaps it was not the wrong thing, but 
the wrong time, and the wrong intention. My dear 
brothers and sisters, I now look to Jesus and know that 
amidst the many choices I made, Jesus stayed by my 
side, protected me, and guided me back to the truth. 
There is no leap of faith, because Jesus will carry you to There is no leap of faith, because Jesus will carry you to 
the other side, and his arms are already extended 
waiting to pick you up. Will you surrender yourself and 
let him pick you up and protect you?



Activity:
Find 1 hour this week to set aside for prayer. 

HaveHave ready your journal, writing materials, crucifix, and a candle if 

you’d like. Set up a cosy prayer space and allow yourself to enter into 

the Lord’s presence. In your prayer time, we invite you to reflect on 

the follow question: What are some seasons of change that you have 

experienced in your life? Pick one out to reflect on more deeply. 

TakeTake a few minutes to imagine yourself back in that time of your life, 

how were you feeling? Were you anxious, upset, maybe even joyful? 

What were the thoughts running through your head as you walked 

through that season? Where was God in that season? Write it down. 

Come back to the present moment, what is the current season of your 

life? Write down how it might be different or perhaps seem the same. 

You may end this time by writing down a prayer of recommitment and 

gratitude. gratitude. 

Songs: 

Seasons - Hillsong Worship

Highlands - Hillsong UNITED

Do it Again – Elevation Worship 

Podcasts:

Pruning – Abiding Together, Season 3 Episode 3

Having joy in uncertainty – The Fr Mike Schmitz 

Catholic Podcast
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